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User & Devices  
Any modern client platform needs to build upon a modern identity management service, 

that allows for a flexible and secure workspace.
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Application management   
Using modern solutions, we can provide your organization with the tools it needs to allow 

users to have a modern workplace, even with the “we can’t get rid of” legacy applications.
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Reporting & Alerting   
The highway to success with a modern workspace is to have control over cost, compliance 

and alerting. Let’s look at how we solve it with The Best Place to Work.
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The Best Place to Work components: 



As of today, we are working on some exciting 
projects starting up our client management 
solution The Best Place to Work. 

The Best Place to Work is designed around the idea 
of empowering the organization and end-users, 
allowing your employees to get the best of modern 
cloud services. 

A continuously evolving and always updated 
service, with built in security which makes it 
beneficial for the whole organization. 

And the best part, it`s 100% cloud based!



In additional to onboarding users and 
implementing the solution, we have also been 
preparing the users with instructions on the 
changes, the transition from legacy client 
management to a cloud based service from 
Ironstone. 

We truly believe that the user experience is a 
critical success factor for the solution. To achieve 
a successful deployment Ironstone have developed 
an adoption plan for the customer where we focus 
on how they want to work in the future. 

A whole set of new processes are implemented 
internally at the customer and IT needs to back up 
the end user. The adoption plan contains analysis 
and depth interview, videos, guidelines and 
workshops. 

We are basically putting your business first.

This is a shift from traditional management where 
client administration can be complex, complicated 
and expensive. And let’s not get started on 
updates….  
 
The development of this solution started up by 
recognizing the obstacles and the challenges with 
outdated systems, wrong practices and many 3. 
parties involved. 



Not very unlike the story of why Ironstone started 
up. Let’s take a quick trip back in time. 

The year is 2016, by recognizing these challenges 
mentioned over, it was decided to start up a 100% 
cloud company. With a mission is to support 
customers with modern, flexible, user-friendly and 
always up to date cloud solutions.

Going back to the very start of computing both 
computers and software were designed and 
developed to help the business. Although that 
was the intention many times IT has been seen 
and in fact been a business disabler rather than a 
business enabler. 

High cost with little business value has been the 
result in many IT-solutions in the past. 

Ironstone focus on the business and value for the 
customer, we just happen to work with IT. What 
this means is that Ironstone will use IT to enable 
business, use current and new technology to refine 
what is already in place. 

Ironstone will be your partner in business rather 
than a traditional IT-partner. 

This is where Ironstone makes the difference!



At Ironstone we provide services using Microsoft 
cloud platform to deliver comprehensive solutions 
and sophisticated IT infrastructures to our clients. 

We strive to be the best and most competent IT-
partner out there, providing our customers first 
class distribution, management, support and 
migration to the cloud. 

This is a whole new ball game and changes 
everything we know about IT; from contract, 
licensing to deployment to the end user. 

Cloud services is a disruptive business.

Ironstone will enable your company to look at 
your IT spending in a different view. From now on, 
consider all your investments in this area as an 
investment in growing your business.

By cleverly combining the power of innovation 
with an in-depth business sense, Ironstone help 
companies heighten efficiency, boost productivity, 
accelerate growth and anchor continuity.



Ironstone is a Gold Partner for Microsoft’s Azure 
Cloud Platform. This is Microsoft’s highest 
partnership level and signifies that Ironstone 
has earned the highest possible competency 
requirements of a partner. 

This accreditation further supports Ironstone’s 
role as one of the top independent partners for our 
customers.

Benefit from cloud solutions that accelerate the 
speed of your company and amplify the business 
outcomes of your organization. 

Add to that our cloud expertise and a strong 
partner ecosystem, and you end up with a 
company that truly lets technology work for 
business. 

Your business.


